Massachusetts Statistical Accepted With Errors Edit List
Edit ID

Rejection Message

Edit Description

000058 Exposure Class Code - Codes
0063 and 0064 should not be
on the same policy.

Premium discount class codes
0063 and 0064 should not be on
the same policy. Each licensed
carrier is required to designate
either a stock (0063) or non-stock
(0064) selection when writing
workers' compensation.

000059 Effective Date of Rate is not
within policy period dates.

Rate effective date must be less
than the policy expiration date, or
be blank or zeros.

000070 Group Claim is not allowed for
Injury Code 07.

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
removing either the 0063 or 0064
class code from the exposure.
Both codes should not be
reported on the same policy,
unless there is a change in the
discount selection type and the
codes are on separate splits.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate rate effective
date.
If injury code is 7 then the claim
Submit a L (Loss) correction or
must be a single (not group) claim. replacement report with the
correct injury code and
corresponding claim number.
Refer to the Massachusetts
Statistical Plan - Part 1, Section II.

000071 There must be 2 or more claims All claims (must be two or more)
for each distinct catastrophe.
resulting from a single catastrophe
must be identified with the same
catastrophe number. Pass for
catastrophe codes 12, 48, 87.

Submit a L (Loss) correction
report with the appropriate
catastrophe code. Refer to the
Massachusetts Statistical Plan Part 1, Section VII.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

000072 Catastrophe codes are not in
sequence.

Submit a L (Loss) correction
report with the correct sequencing
for the catastrophe codes. Refer
to the Massachusetts Statistical
Plan - Part 1, Section VI.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

The number for each succeeding
catastrophe must be incremented
by 1 beginning with '01'. Pass for
catastrophe codes 12, 48, 87.

1
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

Edit Description

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

000074 The accident date must be the The accident date must be the
same for every loss included in same for every loss included in the
the catastrophe.
catastrophe. Pass for catastrophe
codes 12, 48, 87.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate accident date. Refer
to the Massachusetts Statistical
Plan - Part 1, Section VI.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

000075 Group claims may be not
included in a catastrophe.

No group claims may be included
in a catastrophe. If a catastrophe
is < or > '00' then the claim number
must not be blank.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate claim number. Refer
to the Massachusetts Statistical
Plan - Part 1, Section VI.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

000082 Paid Indemnity cannot be
greater than Incurred Indemnity,
unless recovery is expected
and coded.

Paid indemnity cannot be greater
than incurred indemnity, unless the
claim is closed and recovery is
expected.

Submit correction or replacement
report with the correct indemnity
amounts. Refer to the
Massachusetts Statistical Plan Part 1, Section VI.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

000094 Policy condition - Cancelled Mid- If cancelled mid term policy
Term Policy - is not consistent condition is "Y", then policy must
with policy.
contain a cancelled in order to
match USR.

If required, submit correction or
replacement report changing
cancelled mid term policy
condition or submit cancellation to
the policy in order to match the
policy to the USR.

3

Header/
Policy

Accepted
with Errors

000138 Below the line exposure class
code should have zero
experience modification.

Submit correction report with a
zero experience modification for
all below the line class codes.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

If an exposure record has a class
code that is not an above the line
class code, then the experience
modification should be zero.

2

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit
Y
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

Edit Description

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit

000162 Zero exposure card submitted
incorrectly.

If the class code of 1111 is
reported on a USR, then any other
exposure records should have zero
premium and zero exposure. The
edit is executed on each split
separately. Certain class codes
are allowed to be reported with
1111, and can have premium but
no exposure. For MA, the
exceptions are: 0032, 0063, 0064,
0277, 0887, 0900, 0930, 0931,
0990, 9046, 9663, 9664, 9740,
9803, 9804, 9805, 9806, 9807,
9808, 9809, 9810, 9811, 9812,
9813, 9814, 9815, 9816, 9848,
9819, 9880, 9885, 9886, 9887.

Submit correction or replacement
report removing any unacceptable
class codes from the exposure
record. Refer to the
Massachusetts Statistical Plan Part 1, Section IV.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Y

000164 Contract medical losses
identified by injury code of '07'
are not valid.
000204 Expense constant amount too
large.

USR was reported with an
unacceptable injury code. Injury
code of '07' not applicable in MA.
This edit only runs for USRs
effective prior to 9/1/2008. USRs
effective 9/1/2008 and after, refer
to edit 561.
If
the policy effective date, mod date
or rate date is < 9/1/05, the
expense constant amount cannot
exceed $264. If the policy eff date,
mod date or rate date is > = 9/1/05
but < 09/01/07, then the expense
constant amount cannot exceed
$284. If the policy effective date,
mod date or rate date is 9/1/07 or >
then the expense constant amount
cannot exceed $318.

Submit correction or replacement
report with the correct injury code.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

Y

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate premium
amount for the expense constant
class code (0900).

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

3
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

Edit Description

000207 Deductible amount per
claim/accident is invalid for
deductible type.

If the deductible type (2nd position)
is 3, 4, 5, or 6 per claim/accident
can be zero or blank. If both the
deductible types are zero, the
deductible per claim/accident
amount must equal zero or blank.

000208 Deductible amount is not
reasonable.

For policies effective prior to
1/1/2008.
If
the deductible amount is < 5,000
then the deductible credit amount
must be < 12% of total standard
premium. If the deductible amount
is > 100,000 then the credit amount
should be between 5% and 99.5%
of total standard premium +ARAP
(The MA ARAP factor is on the ER
mod sheet and is applied to
standard premium. The premium
that results from the ARAP factor is
reported with stat class code 0277.
Example: If standard premium is
$500 and the ARAP factor is 1.25,
then on the unit report stat class
code 0277 is reported with $125.)
The deductible credit amount is the
premium amount reported for class
9663. Only will edit if the premium
for 9663 is greater than $500.

000209 Rate deviation premium credit
amount is too large.

The premium amount associated
with class codes 9037 and 9034
must be less than 40% of manual
premium.

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

Submit a H (Header) correction
report with the appropriate
deductible amount or deductible
type as defined on the
Massachusetts Workers'
Compensation web site - Helpful
Info; Program Overviews;
Deductible Programs.
Submit a H (Header) correction
report with the appropriate
deductible amount or deductible
type as defined on the
Massachusetts Workers'
Compensation web site - Helpful
Info; Program Overviews;
Deductible Programs.

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate premium
amount for the rate deviation
premium credit.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

4

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

Edit Description

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit

000216 Exposure coverage act
indicates that manual rate
should reflect USL&H (U.S.
Longshore & Harbor) factor.

If a class code is NOT code 6801,
6824, 6826, 6843, 6872, 6874,
7309, 7313, 7317, 7327,7350,
8709, 8726 or 9077, the exposure
coverage act is '02' and the
industry group is no 04, 07 or 08
then the reported rate must be the
manual rate x the USL&H Factor,
with a tolerance of +/- one penny.

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate manual rate
as defined in the Massachusetts
Statistical Plan - Part 1, Section
V. Also see the Mass Workers
Compensation and Employers
Liability Insurance Manual - Part
1, Rule XII, Page R-44.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

000218 Verify the reported scheduled
rating credit amount.

The premium amount associated
with class codes 9887 and 0887
must be less than 50% of the total
standard premium.

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate premium
amount for the scheduled rating
credit. If the amount is correct,
submit Edit Verfication explaining
why the amount is correct.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Submit an (E) Expousure
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate amount of
premium for ARAP (0277).
Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate employers
liability amount.
Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with appropriate QLMP credit
amount (9880).
Submit a H (Header) correction or
replacement report changing the
retro indicator to "N".
Submit a H (Header) correction or
replacement report changing the
multi state indicator to "N".

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

Y

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

Y

000221 ARAP amount is too large.

The premium associated with class
code 0277 must be < 50% of
standard prior to 9/1/07 and 26%
as of 9/1/07.
000222 Employers liability amount is not The premium associated with class
reasonable.
codes 9803 thru 9816, and 9848
should be between $0 and 7% of
manual premium.
000223 QLMP credit amount is not
QLMP credit amount (class code
reasonable.
9880) must be less than 20% of
standard premium + ARAP (0277).
000229 Assigned risk policies can not
have retro provisions.

If the plan type is '02' or '05' there
the retro indicator must be "N".

000230 Assigned risk policies must be
single state.

If the plan type is '02' or '05' then
the multi state indicator must be
"N".

5

Y
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

000231 Assigned risk policies can not
have deductible provisions.

Edit Description

For policies effective prior to
1/1/2008.
If
the plan type is '02' or '05' then only
small deductible provisions are
allowed. Edit will first check if the
following class codes are reported:
9663 reported on USR with any
policy effective year. Class codes
9784, 9785, 9786, 9787 or 9788
reported on USR with policy
effective date prior to 01/01/99.
Then the edit will check: if the plan
type is '02' or '05', that the
deductible type 1/deductive type 2
is 0000, 0301 or 0309, the
deductible amount per
claim/accident is less than or equal
to $5000, and the deductible
amount aggregate is greater than
or equal to $10000.
000236 Incurred indemnity is too large Claim has an injury kind of 5
for a claim coded as temporary. (temporary) and indemnity incurred
> 300,000.

Corrective Action

Submit a H (Header) correction
report with the appropriate
deductible provisions as defined
in the edit description.

Submit a L (Loss) correction
report either decreasing the
incurred indemnity amount or
changing the injury kind.
000241 Loss amounts conflict with lump If lump sum indicator is "Y" then the Submit a L (Loss) correction or
sum indicator.
paid indemnity must equal the
replacement report either setting
incurred indemnity.
the paid indemnity amount equal
to the incurred indemnity or
change the lump sum indicator to
"N".
000242 Type of settlement conflicts with If lump sum indicator is "Y" then the Submit a L (Loss) correction or
the lump sum indicator.
type of settlement must be '09'.
replacement report either
changing the type of settlement to
'09' or change the lump sum
indicator to "N".

6

Severity

Edit Type

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

Y
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

000245 Verify the lack of ALAE
(Allocated Loss Adjustment
Expense) on this large claim.
000246 The employers attorney fees
reported on this claim must also
be recorded as ALAE.
000248 The claimants attorney fees
reported on this claim must also
be recorded as indemnity loss.
000251 Indemnity paid and incurred
indicates subrogation, but
subrogation is not coded in the
type of recovery.
000252 Medical paid and incurred
indicates subrogation, but
subrogation is not coded in the
type of recovery.
000253 If the nature of injury is 60 - 89
then the type of loss should be
02 or 03. If the nature of injury
is 01 - 59 type of loss should be
01. If the nature of inury is 69,
77, 90 or 91 then the type of
loss can be 01, 02 or 03.
000254 There is a conflict between the
type of loss and the cause of
accident.

Edit Description

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

If incurred indemnity is greater than Submit a L (Loss) correction or
100,000, then ALAE should be
replacement report with the
greater than 0.
appropriate incurred indemnity
and ALAE amounts.
If employers attorney fees are
Submit a L (Loss) correction or
greater than 0 and claim is closed replacement report with the
then the ALAE paid must be
appropriate employers attorney
greater than 0.
fees and ALAE paid amount.
If the claimants attorney fees are
Submit a L (Loss) correction or
greater than 0, then the incurred
replacement report with the
indemnity must be greater than 0. appropriate claimants attorney
fees and incurred indemnity
amount.
If the indemnity paid is greater than Submit a L (Loss) correction or
the indemnity incurred, then the
replacement report either
type of recovery must be '02', '03', changing the paid indemnity
'04',or '05'.
amount or change the recovery
type.
If medical paid is greater than
Submit a L (Loss) correction or
medical incurred, then type of
replacement report either
recovery must be '02', '03', '04',or changing the paid medical
'05'.
amount or change the recovery
type.
If the nature of injury is 60 - 91,
Submit a L (Loss) correction or
then the type of loss should be 02 replacement report with the
or 03. If the nature of injury is 01 - appropriate nature of injury and
59, 69, 77, 90 or 91, then the type loss type.
of loss should be 01.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

Y

If type of loss is 02 or 03, then
cause of accident must be 01, 03,
06, 08, 09, 11, 14, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 70, 74, 82,
83,90, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, or 99.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

Y

Submit a L (Loss) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate cause of accident and
loss type.

7

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

000259 Aggregate deductible amount
Deductible amount (for the claim) is
must be greater than or equal to not less than the deductible amount
aggregate.
the claim deductible amount.
Exception: Ded amount Aggregate
of 0 (or blank) is ok with any claim
deductible amount.

Submit a correction report with
the appropriate deductible amount
aggregate amount. Refer to the
Massachusetts Statistical Plan Part 1, Section IV.

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

000261 Overall premium must be at
least 1.

Submit a correction report with
the appropriate overall premium
amount.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate exposure
amount for the per capita class
reported. Refer to the
Massachusetts Statistical Plan Part 1, Section V.
000265 The policy premium is too large Class code 0032 and
Submit a E (Exposure) correction
to require a loss constant.
corresponding premium appear on or replacement report either
removing the loss constant (0032)
the unit with standard premium
or with the appropriate standard
greater than $550.
premium amount. Refer to the
Massachusetts Statistical Plan Part 1, Section IV.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

000423 Policy conditions - estimated
Estimated exposure indicator from
exposure indicator - this USR is header record is equal to "Y" on
estimated.
report 01.

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

000262 Per capita exposure times rate
is not equal to the reported
premium.

Edit Description

The sum of the standard premium
and the premium and credits
associated with the non-standard
premium is not at least 1.
Exception to the edit if there are no
exposure records or if the only
exposure record has class code
1111.
The reported manual rate is not
within 50 (+ or - 35) of the result of
(premium/exposure). Edit applies to
per capita classes 0908, 0909,
0912 and 0913.

When audit has been completed,
submit an E (Exposure) correction
or replacement report with the
audited exposures and correct
estimated audit code.

8

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

Edit Description

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit

000426 Deductible per claim is greater
than zero, but no deductible
class has been reported.

If the deductible per claim is
greater than zero, then a deductible
class must also be reported. This
edit checks the exposure record.

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate deductible
class (9663 or 9664) as defined in
the Massachusetts Statistical
Plan - Part 1, Section V.

3

Header/
Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

000430 Deductible per claim is greater
than zero, but no deductible
class has been reported.

If the deductible per claim is
greater than zero, then a deductible
class must also be reported. This
edit checks the header record.

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate deductible
class (9663 or 9664) as defined in
the Massachusetts Statistical
Plan - Part 1, Section V.

3

Header/
Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate deductible
credit amount.

3

Exposure/
Header

Accepted
with Errors

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
adding class 9046 to the
Exposure records.
Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
removing class 9046.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

000450 Deductible credit amount is not If class 9664 is reported and the
reasonable.
deductible per claim is less than or
equal to 5000, then the premium
must be less than 12% of total
standard premium. If the
deductible per claim is greater than
100000, then the premium must be
between .5 and 99.5 % of ((sum of
above the line premium excluding
9664 and credit classes) + ARAP,
which is reported on the 0277
class).
000454 Policy is missing class 9046 for For first reports, if the selected
CPAP Factor.
CPAP factor has a status of L and
the USR does not include class
9046, edit fails.
000455 Class 9046 not allowed if CPAP If the selected CPAP Factor has a
is DNQ.
status of D (DNQ) and the USR
does include class 9046, fail edit.

9
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

Edit Description

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit

If class code 9663 or 9664 appears
on a USR with non zero premium,
then verify that the policy contains
a deductible endorsement record
effective some time during the
policy period. This edit is
applicable to policies effective > =
7/1/2005.
000464 Policy/USR interstate indication For units with policy effective date
inconsistent.
of 7/1/2005 and greater, the
interstate indicator must be Y if the
policy experience rating code is 1
or 2. The interstate indicator must
be N if the policy experience rating
code is 3 or 5.
000467 USR/Policy Multistate indication If the USR multi state indicator is
inconsistent.
Y, then policy must provide
coverage for more than one state.
Only edit if policy effective date >=
07/01/05. If multi state indicator on
the USR is N, the policy should
match (multi state indicator not Y,
or no other states on 3A). If multi
state indicator on the USR is Y,
then the policy should have more
than the bureau state listed in 3A,
or a multi state indicator of Y.

Verify that the policy contains a
deductible endorsement record. If
not, submit the deductible
endorsement.

3

Exposure/
Policy

Accepted
with Errors

Submit an H (Header) correction
or replacement report with the
appropriate interstate indicator. If
the error is caused from the policy
side, contact the WCRIBMA.

3

Header/
Policy

Accepted
with Errors

Submit a H (Header) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate multistate indicator. If
the error is caused from the policy
side, contact the WCRIBMA.

3

Header/
Policy

Accepted
with Errors

000472 Paid medical and paid
indemnity can not be zero for
report levels 6 through 10.

If required, submit a L (Loss)
correction or replacement report.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

If required, submit a L (Loss)
correction or replacement report.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

000462 USR reports deductible
provisions but endorsement is
not part of the original policy.

000473 Claimant attorney fees,
employer attorney fees and
ALAE paid can not be zero for
report levels 6 through 10.

If the USR report level is 06 or
greater and paid medical and paid
indemnity are both zero, then fail
with a warning.
For open claims reported on USRs
where report level is 06 or greater,
claimant attorney fees, employer
attorney fees and ALAE paid
cannot be zero.

10
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

Edit Description

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit

000477 "No exposure developed" unit
report, must use class code
1111 and leave the exposure
field blank.
000484 Verify reported rate.

If a correction is deleting all above
the line exposures and class 1111
has not been reported, then fail.

Submit a E (Exposure) correction
or replacement report adding the
1111 no exposure class.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Reported manual rate must match
approved manual rate for the
reported rate revision effective
date. Edit applicable to policies
effective prior to 5/1/2017.

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate approved
manual rate or appropriate rate
revision effective date.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Y

000485 Verify large medical losses
without indemnity losses.

Claims with Incurred Medical
losses exceeding $100,000 are
expected to also contain Incurred
Indemnity losses.
If > 0, then any other catastrophe
claim on the unit that has the same
accident date is expected to have
the same catastrophe number if
reported (excluding Extraordinary
Catastrophic Events).

If required, submit a L (Loss)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate medical and
indemnity loss information.
Submit a L (Loss) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate accident date and
catastrophe number.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

Y

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

Deductible per claim must be 2500
when deductible aggregate is
greater than 10,000 and less than
75,000.
If aggregate deductible amount is >
10,000 and < 75,000, then
aggregate deductible must be no
more than 20% of standard
premium.
Paid indemnity must be greater
than 0 for open and re-opened
claims with incurred indemnity.

Submit a H (Header) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate deductible per claim
amount.
Submit a H (Header) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate aggregate deductible
amount

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

Submit a L (Loss) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate indemnity paid
amount.
Paid medical must be greater than Submit a L (Loss) correction or
0 for open and re-opened claims
replacement report with the
with an open claim status and an
appropriate paid medical amount.
injury code of 06 or 07.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

000493 Claim has same accident date
but different catastrophe
numbers.

000497 Invalid per claim deductible
amount.
000502 Invalid aggregate deductible
amount.

000517 Open indemnity claim without
indemnity paid.
000518 Open medical claim without
medical paid.

11
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

Severity

Edit Type

Submit a L (Loss) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate paid and incurred
medical amounts.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

Prior to 9/1/2010, Admiralty classes
(industry group 07) must have a
manual rate that is within the rate
approved class file and the rate
multiplied by the USL&H factor plus
one penny.
9/1/2010 and after, Admiralty
classes (industry group 07) must
have a manual rate that is within
the rate approved class files and
the rate multiplied by 1.36 plus on
penny.
000538 The premium discount reported If the premium discount reported
does not match the premium
(0063 or 0064) is not the same as
discount selection filed by the
the premium discount selection
carrier.
within the carrier file, then fail the
edit. Premium discounts are
represented by type A (0063) and
type B (0064).

Submit a L (Loss) correction or
replacement report with the
correct manual rate for the
Admiralty class reported.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Either submit correction reporting
changing the premium discount
reported to the filed discount
selection for the reporting carrier,
or if selection has changed, file a
premium discount selection form
to the WCRIBMA.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Y

000542 Mod effective date cannot be
Mod effective date cannot be prior
prior to the policy effective date to the policy effective date by a
by a year or more.
year or more.

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate mod effective
date.
Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate mod effective
date.
Submit an (E) Loss correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate mod effective date.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Y

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Y

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Y

000519 Open medical claim on 3rd
report or higher without medical
paid and incurred medical less
than $1,000.

Edit Description

Paid medical must be greater than
0 for open and re-opened medical
claims, report 03 and higher with
claim reported on lower report and
incurred medical less than $1,000.

000529 Admiralty classes (industry
group 07) must have a manual
rate that is within the rate
approved class file and the rate
multiplied by the maximum
applicable increased limits
factor.

000543 Mod effective date cannot be
greater than or equal to the
policy expiration date.

Mod effective date cannot be
greater than or equal to the policy
expiration date.

000544 Mod effective date cannot be
Mod effective date cannot be
greater than the policy effective greater than the policy effective
date for split 0.
date for split 0.

Corrective Action

12

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit
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Edit ID

Rejection Message

000547 Catastrophe code not
approved.
000549

000551

000552

000560

Edit Description

Catastrophe code is not an
approved catastrophe code for
Massachusetts.
Small deductibles must be
For USRs with a policy effecitive
date 1/1/2008 or greater with a
reported with 9664.
report 01 any correction, If
deductible per claim is >0 but less
than or equal to 5000, or the
deductible aggregate is > 0 but less
than 75,000 then the deductible
class 9664 must appear on the
USR.
Standard Premium Total
If total standard premium exceeds
exceeds $500 and there are
$500 and there are any exposure
exposure records with class
records with code 0990 with
code 0990 with premium > 0.
premium > zero, generate a
warning message. If the unit is for
a 3-yr fixed policy, use $500 * 3.
Edit applies only if policy effective
date is greater than or equal to the
MA premium calcualtion date,
01/01/2008.
Second injury fund reported for USR reported with recovery codes
injury other than death or
02 [2nd injury fund only] and 04
permanent total.
[Subrogation with 2nd injury fund]
where injury type is not 01 or 02.
Allow recovery code 02 and 04 with
injury type 09 if the lump sum flag
is Y.
The premium amount
The premium amount associated
associated with scheduled
with class codes 9887 and 0887
rating must be less than 50% of must be less than 50 % of total
algorithm manual premium.
manual premium. This edit only
applies to policies with effective
date of 1/1/08 and later.

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit

Corrective Action

Severity

Edit Type

Submit a L (Loss) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate catastrophe code.
Submit a H (Header) correction or
replacement report with the
correct classification code, 9664,
reported for small deductibles.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Header

Accepted
with Errors

Submit an Exposure (E)
correction or replacement report
to remove code 0990 or to correct
other exposures, as appropriate.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

Submit a L (Loss) correction or
replacement report with the
appropriate recovery code for the
death or PT claim reported.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate amount of
premium to be associate with the
scheduled ratings codes.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

13
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Massachusetts Statistical Accepted With Errors Edit List
Edit ID

Rejection Message

Corrective Action

Edit Status Data Quality
Finable Edit

Severity

Edit Type

Verify the report is closed.
Otherwise submit a L (Loss)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate Correction
Type code.
000564 An aggravated inequity
If the correction type = A, for any
Verify the sum of the incurred
correction report cannot be filed report/correction level, the revised indemnity and incurred medical
when the loss amounts for a
on the revised line and compare it
loss indmenity and/or medical
claim are increasing.
amounts should not increase. The to the sum of the incurred
indemnity and incurred medical
edit looks at total incurred rather
on the previous line. Check if this
than medical and indemnity
is increasing. Submit a correction
separately. It sums the incurred
indemnity and incurred medical on or replacement report with the
the Revised (R) line and comparing correct amounts.
it to the sum of the incurred
indemnity and incurred medical on
the Previous (P) line to see if the
amount is increasing.

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

3

Loss

Accepted
with Errors

000901 Verify reported rate.

3

Exposure

Accepted
with Errors

000563 An Aggravated Inequity
correction report cannot be filed
for a claim that has not been
closed.

Edit Description

The revised loss record must have
a claim status of 1 (closed) if the
Correction Type Code equals A
(Aggravated Inequity).

Reported manual rate must match
approved manual rate for the policy
effective date. Edit applicable to
policies effective on 5/1/2017.

Submit an E (Exposure)
correction or replacement report
with the appropriate approved
manual rate or appropriate rate
revision effective date.

14
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